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Strap yourself in and get ready for Denim Snakes to rock your face off! 
  
Like all the best rock, the band’s latest single Stronger comes from a place of heartbreak. It’s about mustering up the 
strength to carry on by picking up your guitar and powering through. And power through they do, with layered melodies, 
explosive choruses, meaty riffs and drums that pound through your very soul. 

Denim Snakes are so passionate about their craft, one of them walked four days from Barry in Wales to London just to play a 
show. If that isn’t dedication, we don’t know what is. Russell Toomey (vocals & guitar) and Jake Ellis Scott (guitar & 
vocals) met in a twist of fate, when Jake escorted Russell’s date to the local pub. The two found they had a lot in common 
and began writing together. As for the date, a gentleman never tells. 

Mattise Olsohn Clarke (bass & vocals) had been playing around Barry in a number of bands, and was ready to settle down 
to a rock and roll lifestyle, so he was happy to join. But Denim Snake were still missing a vital part of their lineup - a drummer 
who could put the fear of god into an audience. Scouring the deepest, darkest parts of the internet, they found Tom Hall 
(drums), and the circle was complete. 

With a single launch planned at Camden’s Barfly on 7th August, and another two singles in the pipeline, Denim Snakes 
have already tickled the interests of BBC Radio Wales who first named them ‘Introducing Artist Of The Week’ and then 
‘Artist Of The Week’, and have been pipped as one of Wales Online’s ’40 Welsh Bands to look out for’. Now they’re ready 
to grab the spotlight and take on the entire UK. 

Stronger is released 7th August via NOTV Records. 
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